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COVID-19 and the Internet

The Internet is essential in all these efforts, but how well will it cope?



Goals

• Understand the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the Internet by analyzing 
more than two years of Internet traffic data from a diverse set of vantage points

• Characterize traffic shifts due to changes in user demands and see how the 
Internet reacted

• Trying to understand if there is a “new normal” in Internet traffic



Lots of data, lots of data crunchers



One study, two papers



Vantage points

© Vemaps.com



Central Europe: 900+ members, 8+ Tbps peak traffic
Southern Europe: 170+ members, 500+ Gbps peak traffic
US East Coast: 250+ members, 600+ Gbps peak traffic 

IPFIX flows collected at the public peering platforms 
**Data has been analyzed strictly on premise and results are aggregated** 



Subscriber view: Netflow captured at the Border Network Gateways (BNGs) 
AS level view: Netflow collected at the border routers 

**Data has been analyzed strictly on premise and results are aggregated**

Services ∼15M fixed line subscribers + Tier 1 transit network 
No hosted CDN caches, but a diverse peering infrastructure 



Academic network interconnecting 16 universities and research centers (Madrid region) 
Serves ∼290K users (including WiFi access, student halls, etc) 

**Anonymized NetFlow data captured at the border routers**



European mobile provider with 40M+ customers

MOBILE



Analyzing the pandemic across 2 years
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Analyzing the pandemic across 2 years

Fall wave



Analyzing the pandemic across 2 years 2020 annual increase 

ISP: 35% - higher than expected 
IXP: 50% - higher than expected 
Mobile: 20% - lower than expected



Analyzing the pandemic across 2 years

Superposition of waves 
Snow in S Europe



A view from the ISP: downstream traffic changes



A view from the ISP: downstream traffic changes

Fall wave



A view from the ISP: downstream traffic changes



Did these networks cope well with the traffic volume shifts?

• In general, yes.

• We observed capacity increases of 1,500 Gbps (3%) across many IXP 
members, and also new interconnections.

• Networks ranging from very large to moderate size, with ample experience in 
provisioning and planning, spare capacities and fast enough reaction times. 
Reports in less-developed regions suggest serious performance degradation



Shifts in Internet usage patterns: A view from the ISP



Shifts in Internet usage patterns: A view from the ISP

regular workday traffic patterns are significantly 
different from weekend patterns 

On workdays, traffic peaks are concentrated in 
the evening, typically between 18:00 and midnight, 
also referred to as “peak hours.” 

During the weekend, the activity is more 
distributed also in the nonpeak hours as more 
people are at home and using the Internet 



Shifts in Internet usage patterns: A view from the ISP

Lockdown => most days are like a weekend



Shifts in Internet usage patterns: A view from the ISP

Almost back to usual



Shifts in Internet usage patterns: A view from the ISP

Back to lockdowns



Shifts in Internet usage patterns: A view from the IXP-CE

Behavior more clearly noticeable at the IXP



Effects on traffic asymmetry at the ISP



Effects on traffic asymmetry at the ISP

increase in remote working and teleconferencing applications 
that utilize user upstream bandwidth much more than other 
popular user applications (e.g., video streaming and browsing) 



Application traffic shifts

Downstream ISP traffic



Application traffic shifts



VPN traffic evolution

Large increase 
of VPN traffic in 
March 2020

Partial 
recession in 
June 2020

Lockdown measures are back 
=> increase, though not as 
much as in March 2020



A view from REDIMadrid: Traffic volume



A view from REDIMadrid: Traffic volume

Significant drop, 
with a max. of 55% 
during Tue and Wed



A view from REDIMadrid: Traffic volume

Traffic increases on 
weekends — up to 
14% on Saturdays



A view from REDIMadrid: Traffic volume

Every day is a 
weekend day



A view from REDIMadrid: Traffic volume

Night traffic much 
higher than pre-
COVID



A view from REDIMadrid: Traffic volume
2020-21 Academic Year

Traffic volume increases 
wrt to the Spring regime 
but doesn’t reach pre-
COVID levels 



A view from REDIMadrid: Traffic volume
2020-21 Academic Year

Even more traffic on 
weekends



A view from REDIMadrid: Traffic volume

Filomena



A view from REDIMadrid: Protocol changes

Large increase in incoming web (1.7x), email (1.8x), VPN 
(4.8x), remote desktop (5.9x), and SSH (9.1x) traffic. 

Large decrease in outgoing web traffic (50%) and 
mobile traffic (65% of push notifications) 



People change => traffic changes

• Changes in people’s lives lead to new traffic patterns 

• Difference between workday and weekend vanishes 

• Applications for remote work, education, VPN, and video conferencing see 
significant increase in traffic 

• Absence of users can lead to decrease in traffic for certain applications 

• Many of the relevant applications are not served by hypergiants => sole focus on 
hypergiants is not sufficient 



Traffic changes => networks change

• Traffic increase of 15-30% within a few days

• Networks usually provision for ~30% increase per year 

• Impact on peak traffic is limited, but valleys get filled

• Networks could react quickly to the additional need for capacity

• Overall a success story



Thank you!


